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A cluster state cannot be a unique ground state of a two-body interacting Hamiltonian. Here, we propose
the creation of a cluster state of logical qubits encoded in spin-1=2 particles by adiabatically weakening
two-body interactions. The proposal is valid for any spatial dimensional cluster states. Errors induced by
thermal fluctuations and adiabatic evolution within finite time can be eliminated ensuring fault-tolerant
quantum computing schemes.
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Introduction.—Measurement-based quantum computa-
tion (MBQC) [1] provides a promising alternative paradigm
of quantum information processing where computation is
done through single-particle measurements on some highly
entangled resource states [2]. As long as these highly
entangled resource states are available, no entangling
operation is ever needed. Ideally, it is desirable to prepare
these highly entangled resources through appropriate engi-
neering of thermal ground states in natural physical systems.
One resource for the MBQC is the cluster state [3] which is
the ground state of spin-1=2 particles with k-body inter-
actions where k ≥ 3 [4]. Unfortunately, cluster states are not
the exact unique ground state of any Hamiltonian with only
two-body interactions [5].
Cluster states are obtained from ground states of

two-body Hamiltonians with spin> 1=2, e.g., the one-
dimensional Affleck-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki (AKLT) model
of spin-1 particles [6] or with higher dimension, e.g., the
two-dimensional AKLT model of spin-3=2 particles [7]
under appropriate projective measurements. It should be
noted that as soon as the system cools to the ground state, any
interaction between the particles should be switched off
immediately to avoid further degradation of quantum corre-
lations needed for the quantum processing [6–8], except for
the case where the system evolves under always-on periodi-
cally driven interactions [9]. Sometimes, such an interaction
may need to be switched off adiabatically in order to isolate
the quantum information encoded in the edge states [10].
In this Letter, we look at MBQC on two-body interacting

spin-1=2 particles subject to adiabatic evolution. Systems of
two-body interacting spin-1=2 particles are generally pre-
ferred as such systems, compared to systems with many-
body interactions and higher spins, are better suited for
experimental implementation [11]. Our proposal is closer in
spirit to a previous work of Ref. [12], where cluster states are
created with only nearest-neighbor Ising-type interactions,

which have been experimentally realized with neutral atoms
in optical lattices [13]. On the other hand, a five-body
interaction for the cluster state can also be obtained effec-
tively from two-body interactions via perturbations [14]. To
obtain an approximate cluster state, this perturbation should
be sufficiently weak. However, aweak perturbation implies a
small energy gap between the ground state and the first
excited state. This naturally leads to the need for the system
to be cooled to a sufficiently low temperature depending on
the size of the energy gap. Here, we create cluster states by
adiabatically evolving the ground state of two-body inter-
acting spin-1=2 particles with a built-in energy gap protec-
tion. Thus, we hope to operate our proposed systems at a
higher temperature environment.
The principal motivation behind our proposal stems from

adiabatic quantum computing (AQC) [15]. However, there
is a key difference between AQC and our proposal. In
AQC, a system is initially prepared in the ground state of a
simple Hamiltonian. By adiabatically interpolating the
Hamiltonian to a target Hamiltonian, a desired state is
obtained as the final state in accordance with the adiabatic
theorem. In addition, the ground states of instantaneous
Hamiltonians usually need to be protected by a finite
energy gap throughout the entire evolution [16]. To create
a cluster state with the standard AQC scheme, we need a
target Hamiltonian whose unique ground state is the cluster
state. While a cluster state is never a unique ground state
of any two-body interaction Hamiltonian, it can still be one
of the degenerate ground states. By slowly weakening the
interactions of a two-body Hamiltonian, we show that the
system could eventually achieve a cluster state as one of
the degenerate ground states. It should also be emphasized
that even though our proposal can yield a cluster state of
logical qubits as the target state, the energy gap disappears
at the end of the adiabatic evolution. Fortunately, thanks to
the inherent symmetry of stabilizers, the desired ground
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state is protected from the noise due to the finite speed of
evolution even if the energy gap vanishes. In this sense, our
proposal differs from the standard AQC schemes.
In our models, we regard each qubit of the cluster state as

a logical qubit of several spin-1=2 particles. The quantum
correlations, i.e., stabilizers, of the cluster state are estab-
lished in the initial state, which is the ground state protected
by a large energy gap and therefore tolerates a relatively
higher temperature. The initial state cannot be used for
the MBQC, since it is outside the logical subspace where
logical qubits are encoded. These cluster-state correlations
are preserved during the adiabatic evolution. In this way,
the final state is a cluster state of a logical qubit, which can
be converted into a cluster state of spin-1=2 particles via
single-qubit measurements.
The general protocol.—We encode each qubit of the

cluster state in n spin-1=2 particles as

j0ij ¼ ⊗n
m¼1 j↑ij;m; j1ij ¼ ⊗n

m¼1 j↓ij;m: ð1Þ

Here, the jth logical qubit is encoded in spin-1=2 particles
fðj; mÞ∶m ¼ 1; 2;…; ng, and j↑ij;m (j↓ij;m) is the eigen-
state of the Pauli operator σzj;m with the eigenvalueþ1 (−1).
These logical states are stabilized by operators fσzj;1σzj;mg;
i.e., logical states are common eigenstates of these oper-
ators with eigenvalue þ1. Pauli operators of the jth logical
qubit are

Xj ¼
Yn

m¼1

σxj;m and Zj ¼ σzj;1: ð2Þ

This encoding has been used for constructing a perturbative
model of the cluster state [14].
The cluster state is the common eigenstate with

eigenvalue þ1 of cluster-state stabilizers [1] Sj ¼
Xj

Q
i∈nbðjÞZi ¼

Q
n
m¼1 σ

x
j;m

Q
i∈nbðjÞσ

z
i;1, where nbðjÞ is

the set of nearest neighboring logical qubits of the jth
logical qubit. Hence, on the spin-1=2-particle level, the
cluster state is stabilized by fSjg∪ fσzj;1σzj;mg. By noticing
that a product of stabilizers is also a stabilizer, cluster-

state stabilizers can be rewritten as S
fmj;ig
j ¼

Sj
Q

i∈nbðjÞσ
z
i;1σ

z
i;mj;i

¼ Q
n
m¼1 σ

x
j;m

Q
i∈nbðjÞσ

z
i;mj;i

, where

fmj;ig is a string of numbers satisfying 1 ≤ mj;i ≤ n. If

a state is stabilized by fSfmj;ig
j g∪fσzj;1σzj;mg for any choice

of fmj;ig, the state is the cluster state. This cluster state of
logical qubits can be converted into a cluster state of
physical qubits by measuring σx of arbitrary n − 1 physical
qubits of each logical qubit. Therefore, this cluster state of
logical qubits is a universal resource for the MBQC.
To obtain the cluster state via adiabatic cluster-

state concentration, we consider a Hamiltonian of N × n
spin-1=2 particles in the form

H ¼ H0 þ λV; ð3Þ

whereH0 ¼
P

N
j¼1 hj is a Hamiltonian of Ising interactions,

hj ¼ −J
P

n
m¼1 σ

z
j;mσ

z
j;mþ1, where σ

z
j;nþ1 ¼ σzj;1, and J is the

coupling constant of Ising interactions. Here, V denotes
some two-body interactions that satisfies the following
conditions: (i) V commutes with a set of cluster-state

stabilizers fSfmj;ig
j g corresponding to one choice of

fmj;ig; and (ii) when the interaction strength λ is nonzero,
degenerate ground states are split. As the result, H has a
unique ground state with a finite energy gap above it. Our
protocol of cluster-state concentration includes two steps:
(1) cooling the system with a nonzero λ to the ground state;
(2) adiabatically switching off λ. In the adiabatic limit, the
final state is the cluster state of logical qubits up to some
single-particle Pauli operations.
This protocol relies on the set of cluster-state stabilizers

fSfmj;ig
j g that are conserved quantities for any value of λ,

i.e., ½H; S
fmj;ig
j � ¼ 0, ∀λ. We would like to remark that H0

commutes with S
fmj;ig
j . Hence, the unique ground state ofH

for any nonzero λ is the common eigenstate of cluster-state
stabilizers. We suppose corresponding eigenvalues are

fsfmj;ig
j g, where sfmj;ig

j ¼ þ1 or −1. Therefore, if the initial
state is the ground state with a nonzero λ, the final state is
still a common eigenstate of cluster-state stabilizers with
the same eigenvalues.
For each logical qubit, j0ij and j1ij are degenerate

ground states of hj. The ground-state subspace of H0 is
2N-fold degenerate, which coincides with the subspace
encoding logical qubits. During the adiabatic evolution, the
state always remains in the ground state of the instanta-
neous Hamiltonian [15]. Thus, the final state is in the
ground-state subspace of H0, i.e., in the logical subspace.
Any state in the logical subspace is stabilized by fσzj;1σzj;mg.
Therefore, the final state is the common eigenstate of

fSfmj;ig
j g and fσzj;1σzj;mg with eigenvalues fsfmj;ig

j g and
fþ1g, respectively. By performing single-particle Pauli

operations ½ð1þ s
fmj;ig
j Þ1þ ð1 − s

fmj;ig
j Þσzj;1�=2, the final

state can be transformed into the cluster state of logical
qubits.
When λ adiabatically approaches zero, the energy gap

between the ground state and first-excited state vanishes,
which usually implies one has to slow down the rate of
change of λ to avoid any inadvertent excitation.
Fortunately, in the degenerate subspace, i.e., the logical
subspace, the cluster state is the only state with eigenvalues

fsfmj;ig
j g. Similarly, the ground state is the only state with

eigenvalues fsfmj;ig
j g in all states split from the degenerate

subspace. Therefore, the transitions between the ground
states and other states split from the degenerate subspace
are forbidden; i.e., one does not have to slow down the rate
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of change of λ, according to the vanishing energy gap,
when λ → 0.
1D Kitaev model.—We illustrate our protocol using the

one-dimensional Kitaev model, shown in Fig. 1(a), and
how it can be used to create a one-dimensional cluster state.
The one-dimensional cluster state is not a resource state for
universal MBQC, but it is still useful for implementing
single qubit gates [1] or for transferring a quantum state
through a quantum wire [17].
The Hamiltonian of the one-dimensional Kitaev model

is H1D ¼ H1D
0 þ λV1D, where H1D

0 ¼ −J
P

jσ
z
j;1σ

z
j;2, and

V1D ¼ −
P

jðσxj;1σxj−2;2 þ σyj;1σ
y
j−1;2Þ. Here, each logical

qubit is encoded in a pair of spin-1=2 particles. The ground
state is nondegenerate with a finite energy gap when
0 < λ < J=2 [18]. We note that, for each plaquette j [see
Fig. 1(a)], there is a conserved quantity

Wj ¼ σxj;1σ
x
j;2σ

z
j−1;2σ

z
jþ1;1; ð4Þ

i.e., ½H1D;Wj� ¼ 0. The conserved quantity is given by

Wj ¼ S
fmj;ig
j with mj;j−1 ¼ 2 and mj;jþ1 ¼ 1. Therefore,

the Hamiltonian H1D satisfies the form Eq. (3). Since Wj’s
commute with each other, they can be diagonalized
simultaneously with eigenvalues wj ¼ �1, thus allowing
us to partition the total Hilbert space into invariant sub-
spaces of H1D. It has been shown [19] that the ground state
lies in the vortex-free subspace with wj ¼ þ1, ∀j. Since
Wj’s are conserved quantities, the evolution is restricted to
the vortex-free subspace. Therefore, the energy gap that
protects the adiabatic evolution is always nonzero. The
excitation spectrum is obtained by mapping [20] the
original Hamiltonian H1D into p-wave Fermi superfluid
representation where the energy gap between the ground
state and the first excited state is ΔE1D ¼ 2J − 4λ.
With this energy gap, we first cool our system to its

ground state with nonzero λ as elaborated in the general
protocol section. We then adiabatically switch off λ so that
the final state is in the ground-state subspace of H1D

0 ,
stabilized by Wj ¼ XjZj−1Zjþ1, Eq. (4), yielding our 1D
cluster state.
2D Kitaev-like model.—To qualify for a resource state of

the universal MBQC, it has to be at least two dimensional.
Motivated by the one-dimensional cluster state, we propose
a two-dimensional Kitaev-like model [see Fig. 1(b)]
that satisfies the form of Eq. (3). We show here that a
two-dimensional Kitaev-like model can be used to create a
two-dimensional cluster state.
The Hamiltonian of the two-dimensional model reads

H2D ¼ H2D
0 þ λV2D, where H2D

0 ¼ −J
P

j

P
hμ;μ0i σ

z
j;μσ

z
j;μ0

and V2D ¼ −
P

hj;j0i
P

μðσxj;μσxj0;μr þ σyj;μσ
y
j0;μb

Þ. Each logi-
cal qubit here is encoded in four spin-1=2 particles: j ¼
ðj1; j2Þ is the coordinate of a logical qubit, hμ; μ0i labels
two connected spin-1=2 particles which belong to the same
logical qubit located at j, hj; j0i denotes two connected
logical qubits, and μr (μb) denotes the spin-1=2 particle
connected with particle (j; μ) via a red (blue) bond [see
Fig. 1(b)]. For each logical qubit, there is a cube associated
with a conserved quantity

Wj ¼ σxj;1σ
x
j;2σ

x
j;3σ

x
j;4σ

z
j0þe2;nbðj;1Þ

× σzj0þe1;nbðj;2Þσ
z
j0−e2;nbðj;3Þσ

z
j0−e1;nbðj;4Þ; ð5Þ

where e1 and e2 correspond to two unit vectors in a 3D
Cartesian coordinate system. In addition, different Wj’s
commute with each other and also with the Hamiltonian,
i.e., ½H2D;Wj� ¼ 0.
This model is nonintegrable. Thus, we cannot obtain

the exact analytical energy gap. However, using standard
perturbation technique [14], we arrive at an effective
Hamiltonian H2D

eff ¼ const: − ðλ6=1536J5ÞPjWj, with
an approximate energy gap of ΔE2D ≃ λ6=768J5. We

FIG. 1 (color online). In all the figures, black circles represent
spin-1=2 particles, red bonds denote σxi σ

x
j interactions, blue

bonds denote σyi σ
y
j interactions, and green bonds are σziσ

z
j

interactions where i and j are labels of two corresponding
spin-1=2 particles. (a) One-dimensional Kitaev model. A grey
ellipse of two spin-1=2 particles connected by a green bond
represents a logical qubit. (b) Two-dimensional Kitaev-like
model. A grey square of four spin-1=2 particles connected by
four green bonds represents a logical qubit. Numbers 1, 2, 3, and
4 label the four physical qubits that belong to the logical qubit j
(the grey square). (c) An elementary cubic lattice in a three-
dimensional square lattice model. A grey circle of four spin-1=2
particles connected by four green bonds denotes a logical qubit.
Numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 label the four logical qubits located at four
edges surrounding the central jth logical qubit at the top face of
the cube.
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anticipate a larger gap for larger λ, even if the perturbation
is no longer valid. The 2D cluster state is then obtained
following the same preparation procedure as the 1D
cluster state.
3D square lattice model.—A resource state in three

dimensions is highly desirable since there exists a fault-
tolerance quantum error correction (FTQC) scheme [12,21]
that can be used to correct for any inadvertent error
during the computations. The 3D square lattice model
[see Fig. 1(c)] has the Hamiltonian, H3D ¼ H3D

0 þ λV3D

where H3D
0 ¼ −J

P
j

P
hμ;μ0i σ

z
ðj;μÞσ

z
ðj;μ0Þ, and V3D ¼

−
P

j

P
4
μ¼1 σ

x
ðj;μÞσ

z
nbðj;μÞ. Each logical qubit j is encoded

in four spin-1=2 particles and, there exists an exact ground
state after controlled-phase transformation (CZ) on every
bond [22,23], i.e., H3D ¼ ðCZÞH3DðCZÞ ¼ P

jH
3D
j ,

where H3D
j ¼ ½−JPhμ;μ0iσ

z
ðj;μÞσ

z
ðj;μ0Þ − λ

P
4
μ¼1 σ

x
ðj;μÞ�. For

each plaquette j, we notice there exists local conserved
quantities Wj:

Wloc
j ¼ ðCZÞWjðCZÞ ¼

Y4

μ¼1

σxðj;μÞ; ð6Þ

such that Wloc
j ’s commute with each other as well as

with the Hamiltonian, i.e., ½H3D
j ;Wloc

j � ¼ 0. Since each j
plaquette is independent of each other, we have

ΔE3D ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2J2 þ 2λ2 þ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
J4 þ λ4

pp
− 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
J2 þ λ2

p
− 2J,

the energy gap [23] between its unique ground state and
first excited state. This energy gap, [see Fig. 2], ensures
cooling the system to its unique ground state. This initial
ground state of the time-dependent Hamiltonian H3D

j (λðtÞ)
remains an approximate ground state of the Hamiltonian
throughout the entire evolution as long as the rate of change
of λ is sufficiently slow satisfying the adiabatic condition
[15]. We also note that the stabilizersWloc

j , Eq. (6), stabilize

the instantaneous ground state throughout the adiabatic
evolution (t∶0 → τ) since ½H3D

j ;Wloc
j � ¼ 0. Moreover, there

exists a larger energy gap Δ within the subspace with
eigenvalue þ1 of the stabilizer that in turn allows us to
apply a constant λ switching rate even though ΔE3D → 0,
where H3D has many degenerate ground states. Thanks to
the adiabatic evolution and the local stabilizers Wloc

j , we
can direct our initially prepared ground states to computa-
tionally useful cluster states.
Error and feasibility of our proposal.—In the numerical

simulation of the 3D cluster state concentration process,
we consider a Hamiltonian of the form H3D

j ðtÞ ¼
H3D

j0 ðtÞ þ λðtÞV3D
j , where λ → 0 as t∶0 → τ (τ ¼ λ0=v

and λðtÞ ¼ λ0 − vt). We prepare a thermal state as the

initial state, ρð0Þ ¼ Z−1e−H
3D
j ð0Þ=T , where Z ¼ tre−H

3D
j ð0Þ=T

and T is the temperature of the system setting the
Boltzmann’s constant to unity. The ground state without
evolution [see Fig. 3 (inset)] corresponds to the case of a
perturbational technique [14]. With our proposal, the three
evolution times τ ¼ 5, 7, and 10 give rise to 3 orders of
magnitude higher operating temperature compared to the
no-evolution case. An important observation adduced from
Fig. 3 is that the longer the evolution time, the higher the
temperature, at which the system ground state can be
prepared and the larger phase space region where standard
fault-tolerant error correction schemes can be implemented
to correct for possible errors [24].
Discussions.—Our proposal is not limited to the three

models discussed so far and it can also be applied to other
models such as the Bartlett and Rudolph’s 2D hexagonal
lattice [14], and Kitaev’s 2D honeycomb model [18].
However, the error correction threshold for the 2D cluster

FIG. 2 (color online). Energy spectrum of the 3D square lattice
Hamiltonian H3D

j versus the coupling λ. Energy eigenstates with
eigenvalue þ1 (eigenvalue −1) of the stabilizer, Eq. (6), are
plotted in blue (red) solid lines.

FIG. 3. Phase diagram which shows, in temperature and initial
coupling λ0 space, the lines below which an initial thermal state
after the adiabatic evolution is a resource state for fault-tolerent
MBQC because the areas enclosed by the lines represent regions
with less than 3% total phase-flip errors while the outer areas are
regions with more than 3% total phase-flip errors. Solid line in the
inset figure corresponds to the ground state without evolution
while solid, dashed and dotted lines correspond to the ground
state with evolution time τ ¼ 5, 7, and 10, respectively.
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states [25,26] is believed to be much lower than that of 3D
cluster states [12,21]. Thus, we are more interested in the
implementation of our protocol in generating 3D cluster
states. Our proposal benefits from an energy gap protection
similar to that of the AKLT resource state [6] since the
interactions can be switched off sequentially [24]. Also, our
models have a close connection with condensed matter
models.
In summary, we have proposed a means to create cluster

states of spin-1=2 particles with just nearest-neighbor two-
body interactions via adiabatic evolution, which could be
realized with existing technology [11].

We acknowledge support from the National Research
Foundation & Ministry of Education, Singapore.
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